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A SCENE FROM THE SCRIPT “RÅNET” (THE ROBBERY) 

INT. THE BANK - DAY

The robber holds a tight grip around the neck of the 
overpowered guard. The hand slowly looses the grip around the 
neck -

- The robber puts his hand on his stomach. He falls to the 
floor. The HOSTAGE PANICS, SCREAMS, someone pulls away, 
someone crouches, someone hides.

Chocked by the shooting the robber takes off his mask: it’s 
FREDRIK!

The other two masked robbers runs out from the offices in the 
back. One of the hostages, a WOMAN, hurries to help Fredrik.

FREDRIK
You said you wouldn’t load them...

Robber 2 pulls off his mask - it’s Larsson! His eyes filled 
with hatred -

- he turns straight to Robber 3. Larsson pushes him HARD, 
FURIOUS, until Robber 3 falls to the floor. 

LARSSON
What have you done?!

ROBBER 3
I thoug--

LARSSON
--How the hell could you load the 
guns without telling us? 

ROBBER 3
Fuck off.

LARSSON
What?! 

Robber 3 fights off Larsson and gets on his feet again. 

ROBBER 3
You don’t go in without a fucking 
life insurance! 

Larsson attacks Robber 3, rips off his mask: it’s Alex. 
Larsson HITS him WILD, VIOLENT, and BRUTAL. Alex’s gun falls 
to the floor.

WOMAN
He has no pulse... he has no 
puls...
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Larsson tackles Alex to the floor, about to strangle him as -

WOMAN (CONT’D)
(higher and higher)

He has no pulse! For Christ’s sake, 
he has no PULSE!

The woman’s VOICE CUTS through every noise in the bank. DEAD 
SILENCE. 

Everyone turn towards the woman on the floor who sits by 
Fredrik. He is dying. Larsson lets go of Alex and throws 
himself on the floor to try and save him. Alex takes the bags 
with the money and heads towards the door. Larsson looks at 
him for a second, the betrayal is obvious.

- CLAAAAAAASHH!

Glass fragments EXPLODING in the window! A deafening ALARM 
howls! GUNSHOTS are fired straight into the bank from the 
street! 

Alex is HIT by a shot. He looks surprised at his hand which 
now is covered with blood.

The SOUND OF THE ALARM in the bank is UNBEARABLE! 

Alex points his loaded gun in defense, turns around and sees 
right through the broken window. There on the other side - 
POLICE OFFICERS! With the police cars as their defence wall, 
the police are staring straight at them with loaded guns.

A second, then -

- ALL HELL BREAKS LOOSE! 

Alex SHOOTS madly towards the street. Alex and Larsson YELL 
desperate orders to each other. We can’t determine what 
because the alarm and shooting ROAR.

And then - 

Everything FREEZES in a snapshot of hell in the bank. And it 
becomes DEAD SILENT.
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